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SELECT GUN
TRIGGER RELOAD

TEAM LIGHT

Use a screwdriver to remove the
battery cover

Insert 3 AAA batteries(not included). 
Make sure the batteries are inserted 
with the correct polarity.

Replace the battery cover.

INSTRUCTION MANUAL
LASER TAG

LIFE INDICATORS: EACH LIFE INDICATOR 
REPRENTS 3 HEALTH POINTS (FOR A 
TOTAL OF 9)

 LOW BATTERY: ALL LIFE INDICATORS 
WILL FLASH SLOWLY TO INDICATE THAT 
THE GUN HAS LOW BATTERY

SHOOTING RANGE: 10-40m.

Aim and shoot at an opponent’s gun to register a hit.  
Once hit, the health points counter will reduce accordingly
and the gun will vibrate and emit a sound. 
Each life indicator will show a different level of health: 
Lost 1 health point = Slow blinking, 
Lost 2 health points = Fast blinking, 
Lost 3 health points = light will be dark. 
When all health points reaches 0, all indicators will be dark
and then flash, you will be unable to fire anymore.

OPERATION INSTRUCTION

Switch the gun on( It will play the start sound and team light will flash different color).  The gun will default to 
Single shot. 

Team selection of gun: Press the team selection button to toggle between teams. 
There are 4 colors to represent possible teams – blue, red, green or white. 
You cannot shoot your own team. A player cannot change teams during a game.

Laser gun Machine gun Plasma gunSingle shot

Gun modes and shots selection: Press button (FIRES) to toggle between 4 gun modes: 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Slow blinking

Fast blinking

Light is dark

Health points counter diagram
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NOTE: Gun has 3 live indicators, this represents 9 health points.

RESET GUN

A player cannot change teams or reset a gun during a game.

Press the team selection button to change your team before a game.

To reset a gun, switch the gun off and on.

Solutions

Reduced
firing range

Using the laser tag in strong sunlight. Block sunlight or play in an area without 
strong sunlight.
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TROUBLE SHOOTINGWARNINGS REGARDING BATTERIES

BATTERY INSTALLATION

TROUBLE SHOOTING

This product does not involve actual lasers; it uses safe infrared technology . 
The beam is not visble.
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Not Functioning

with

If the product is not operating or functioning normally: Reset the product by powering it off 
completely. If it is still not operating correctly replace the batteries and double check the surrounds
for interference,

use

Avoid heat and exposure to the sun.
be

incorrectly

Distributed by:
Electus Distribution Pty Ltd
46 Eastern Creek Dr,
Eastern Creek NSW 2766 Australia
Ph 1300 738 555 
Int’l +61 2 8832 3200
Fax 1300 738 500
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